Abstract-This paper analyzes the synthesis of arbitrarily shaped optical pulses by spectral filtering in a fiber-and-grating pulse compressor. Spectral filtering of phase and amplitude is achieved by masking the spatially dispersed frequency components within the compressor. We show that the spectral filter is the convolution of the mask with the beam's transverse intensity profile. We discuss the effect of diffraction from the features of the physical mask, and show how finite spatial resolution limits the range of attainable temporal profiles. The fundamental limitation on spectral resolution is derived. Spectra and temporal pulse shapes corresponding to a variety of physical masks are calculated and are found to be in excellent agreement with experiments done with compressed pulses from a mode-locked Nd: YAG laser.
INTRODUCTION
E have previously demonstrated a technique for synthesizing arbitrary optical pulse shapes by filtering the spatially dispersed Fourier components in a fiberand-grating pulse compressor [ 11. We produced a variety of picosecond pulse shapes by introducing simple geometrical amplitude and phase filters at the appropriate location in the pulse compressor. The ability to arbitrarily shape picosecond and subpicosecond optical pulses will have important applications in optical communications and optical radar as well as in picosecond and femtosecond spectroscopy. It is thus important to develop a computational model that will accurately predict the temporal pulse shapes that will be produced by the complicated masks that real applications will require.
The purpose of this paper is to develop and test this computational tool. This model is an extension of the approach of Tomlinson et al. [2] for calculating spectral broadening and pulse compression in a fiber-and-grating pulse compressor. We add to this calculational scheme an effective mask, or frequency filter, whose transfer function properly accounts for the influence of the physical mask which is inserted into the spatially dispersed beam within the compressor. We show that the effective mask is obtained by a convolution of the physical mask with the intensity profile of the beam. This procedure takes into account the influence of diffraction from the physical mask and of finite beam diameter; together, these effects determine the spectral resolution and thus impose limitations on the range of pulse shape features which may be synthesized. The finite beam diameter at the mask limits the Manuscript received October 22, 1985; revised January 22, 1986 width of a time window over which the temporal profile of a single pulse can be effectively tailored. Effects due to diffraction from sharp boundaries in the physical mask present an especially stringent test of the theory since sharp features in the frequency domain are evident as readily observed broad features in the time domain. We have calculated spectra and autocorrelation shapes for a variety of physical masks, including masks with sharp boundaries, and without adjusting any parameters, we find excellent agreement with pulse-shaping experiments done with compressed pulses from a mode-locked Nd: YAG laser [ 11, [3] , [4] . The pulse shapes considered include bursts of evenly spaced pulses, a pulse doublet with odd field symmetry, a square pulse, and a pair of square pulses. Our results show that the model may be used with confidence to predict the pulse shapes for more complicated physical masks.
I. OVERVIEW To model the effect of a mask, we start with a representation of a chirped pulse in the time domain, Fourier transform to the frequency domain, subtract from the phase a term quadratic in the frequency to simulate the action of the grating compressor, apply the mask, and then do the inverse Fourier transform to see the shaped and compressed pulse in the time domain. A general mask filters both amplitude and phase of the spectral components that are spatially spread by the grating.
In the experimental realization shown in Fig. 1 , the frequency-modulated pulses emerging from a single-mode polarization-preserving fiber enter a double-pass foldedpath grating compressor [3] , [ 5 ] . The fiber chirps the pulses by self phase modulation and group velocity dispersion [2] . The grating pair does two things: it compresses the pulses by supplying the quadratic phase correction needed to compensate a linear frequency chirp, and it spreads (disperses) the spectrum spatially so that a physical mask can filter the frequencies. On the backward pass through the grating compressor, the phase correction continues while the spatial spreading of the spectrum is undone. As shown in Fig. 1 , the masks are placed just after the first pass through the grating pair where the spectrum is maximally spread in space. Each pulse goes through the mask twice.
The spatial dispersion of the spectrum maps the frequency coordinate onto the spatial coordinate x on the mask. With perfect resolution, the effective filter function 0018-9197/86/0500-0682$01 .OO @ 1986 IEEE Fig. 1 . Experimental setup. The optical fiber chirps the laser pulse, primarily by self phase modulation. There is also a contribution from group velocity dispersion. The single grating is equivalent to a pair of parallel gratings because of the path folding by the mirrors M , and M,. The grating applies the quadratic phase correction needed to compress a linearly chirped pulse, and it produces the spatial dispersion of the spectrum that allows a mask to filter the frequencies. The resolution is limited by the spot size at the mask. The axes x and xx are used in the derivation of (2.4). in the frequency domain would be simply the mask transmission function M(x) with x replaced by the corresponding frequency. However, because each spectral component has a finite spot size w o at the mask, the effective filter function is smeared. Experimentally, this smearing is minimized by imaging the fiber output spot onto the turnaround mirror. Nevertheless, the finite spot size determines the spectral resolution and leads to diffraction from sharp boundaries in the physical mask. To obtain realistic results, the finite spot size and the energy lost by diffraction must be accounted for.
The preceding discussion implies that four essential inputs to the modeling calculation are 1) a realistic chirped input pulse, 2) the quadratic phase correction coefficient, 3) the spectral spreading parameter, and 4) the spot size w o at the mask. These items will be treated in detail in the remainder of the paper, in which we shall describe the analysis and compare calculated and experimental results. The calculations agree well with experiment, without adjustment of the parameters.
FIBER AND GRATING COMPRESSOR

A. Chirped Pulse (Efect of Fiber)
A good simulation of our pulse-shaping experiments depends on a good quantitative description of the chirped pulse which emerges from the optical fiber. At the experimental wavelength of 1064 nm and fiber length of 450 m, effects due to group velocity dispersion (GVD) and fiber loss are smaller than those due to self phase modulation (SPM). Calculations which include only SPM give results similar to those which include GVD and fiber loss as well. Nevertheless, we have simulated the chirped pulse in two different ways: 1) SPM only, and 2) integration of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, which includes GVD and loss, as well as SPM. GVD affects the temporal width and shape of the pulse envelope, whereas SPM alone does not. In both cases, the inputs to the calculation can be adjusted to yield a simulated chirped pulse of the correct (experimentally measured) spectral width. (We take the spectral width as the primary experimentally determined parameter rather than peak intensity in the fiber because of experimental uncertainty in the latter.) Nonlinear pulse propagation in optical fibers has been adequately described in the literature [2], [6]-[9]. However, in order to document the results of this paper, we indicate the necessary details in Appendix A.
B. Grating Equations
1) Angular Dispersion: The angular dispersion of the grating allows a physical mask to filter the frequencies, and it is responsible for the quadratic phase correction that compresses the pulse. The angular dispersion in the firstorder diffraction pattern reflected from the grating satisfies Here d is the spacing of the grating lines and Oi and 8, are the angles of incidence and refraction, both on the same side of the normal to the grating.
2) Spatial Dispersion: To calculate the spatial dispersion, let R be the path length between the first bounce off the grating where the essentially collimated incident light is angularly dispersed and the second bounce where it is again collimated. Then the wavelength-independent perpendicular distance between the gratings of the effective "grating pair" is B = R cos 8,. (Because of the path folding by mirrors MI and M2 in Fig. 1 , the single grating in our setup functions as a pair of parallel gratings facing each other, separated by the perpendicular distance B.)
The angularly dispersed light is brought to a position on the grating given by xg = B tan e,., and from there is reflected at angle Oi. Light from the grating encounters the mask at normal incidence. Therefore, the relation between 8, and distance x in the masking plane (Fig. l ) Having represented the chirped pulse in the time domain, the remaining steps in the analysis are to transform to the frequency domain, apply the appropriate filter functions to account for the grating and mask, and transform back to the time domain to see the shaped and compressed output pulse. The filtering by the grating is assumed to be a pure quadratic phase correction, as indicated by (2.6) and (2.7).
The amplitude and phase transmission of the mask in position space is represented by a complex function M(x). Because of the finite spot size on the mask, the filter function infrequency space is a smeared image of the spatial masking function M(x); for the same reason, diffraction from sharp edges on the mask deflects some of the energy flux off axis. This section properly accounts for these effects of the finite spot size.
We define B(x, y) as the electric field profile at the mask for the particular frequency wo whose distribution is centered at x = 0 , y = 0. Then the profile for any frequency
where the chirped pulse field with the carrier is the real part of Ech (t) = ejwor kch(t). Then the envelope of the masked field can be represented as
We adopt the following procedure for relating M(x) to an effective frequency filter function S(Q). First, we expand the masked field E(Q, x, y) in Hermite-Gaussian modes.
The higher modes diffract to larger angles and, to a good approximation, are lost because of spatial filtering in the experimental setup. Therefore, we take the filter function S(Q) to be the coefficient of the lowest Hermite-Gaussian mode in the expansion of M(x) B(x -010, y).
The expansion of E(Q, x , y ) in Hermite-Gaussian modes has the form [ 131
with coefficients A,, and eigenmodes umn.' In the present case, we take the incoming beam profile itself to be the lowest order mode which, with X = x -an, can be written as (3.3) where wo is the l / e field radius of the spot at the mask. This same wo is then a natural and appropriate parameter in (3.2) . In this case, the formula [13] for the lowest order coefficient in (3.2) reduces to (3 -4) where S(Q), the frequency filter transfer function ascribed to the mask, is
The formula shows that the mask weighting in frequency space is the mask weighting in x-space, convolved with the intensity profile of the beam, i.e., convolved with a Gaussian beam profile of effective spot size wo/(2)lI2, wo being the actual field spot size.
To the present approximation, the space dependence of the output pulse is given by the lowest Hermite-Gaussian mode, and Aoo(Q) is the Fourier transform of the tailored output pulse [ 141, [ 151. The inverse Fourier transform of A,@) gives the pulse shape in the time domain. Since the factor multiplying S(Q) in (3.4) is just the Fourier transform of the compressed pulse without masking, the result in the time domain is the convolution of that pulse with the impulse response of the filter S(Q). From (3.5) , the impulse response of S(Q) is where m(t) is the impulse response of the infznite-resolution filter M(aQ), given by . Po) (3.7) and g(t) is the Gaussian weighting or envelope function Finally, the electric field envelope of the tailored output pulse is where e(t) is the electric field envelope of the compressed pulse with no masking and where * denotes convolution. Equation (3.9) explicitly shows the effect of the finite spot size in restricting the time window in which the tailored output pulse can accurately reflect the response of the infinite-resolution mask. The effect (subject to the previously stated assumptions) is to multiply m(t) by a Gaussian envelope whose intensity full width at half maximum (FWHM) is 4 4 l n 2)"2/w0. With our setup parameters as given in Appendix B ( a = 1.05 mm * ps, wo = 0.3 mm), the above FWHM is 11.6 ps. Improvement of the resolution is discussed in Section VII.
IV. EXAMPLES OF SIMPLE MASKS A. Semi-Injinite Screen
Consider a mask that completely blocks light falling on
x < x ' and passes without change light falling on x > x ', i.e., In the infinite resolution limit, this mask would block frequencies Q < Q' and pass 0 > 0'. Equation (4.2) tells us that the effects of the finite spot size w0 are to "soften" the cutoff at 0' and reduce the jield at 8 = Q' to one half of the unmasked value. Therefore, a mask designed to block Q < 3' and pass Q > Q' reduces the observed intensity associated with Q' to one quarter of its original value. This paradoxical result deserves thought. Certainly, half the power associated with Q' gets past the semi-infinite is accounted for by diffraction: the higher order HermiteGaussian modes are diffracted to larger angles by the sharp boundary at x = x ' and presumably eliminated by spatial filtering in the setup.
The frequency that has half of its original power remaining in the lowest mode belongs to a position out in the beam about a quarter spot size away from the edge [16] . In this sense, the edge is the quarter-power position for the lowest mode, while the half power position is shifted about a quarter spot size outward into the beam.
A consequence of this result is that when looking at the half power points in masked spectra, opaque strips blocking portions of the spectrum appear wider and slits appear narrower than their true widths, the "true" widths being obtained by multiplying. dX /dx times the actual width in x. An opaque strip blocks more of the spectrum than is passed by a slit of the same width. An experimental confirmation of this effect is presented in Section V-A and Fig. 2 .
B. Array of Strips
Let a mask consist of a pattern of s strips. Let tj denote the constant complex value of M(x) for the j th strip which has edges at xj and xj +!. Then the contribution of strip j to the integral in (3.5) 1s
where The contribution of all the strips is S S(Q) = c si.
If the strips are wide compared to the spot size, then S(52) is essentially equal to tj over most of the frequency range intercepted by stripj, and there are soft edges at the transitions to the values of the neighboring strips. At the other extreme, if the strips are narrow compared to the spot size, neighboring strips have an influence over an entire strip width, and the stepwise variations of M(x) are smoothed out so that no edges are apparent in S(Q).
C. Simple Window
A centered simple window with edges at x, = arQ, and -x, can be viewed as a single strip with unity transmission over the strip and zero outside. Its S(52) is given by (4.3) , which merely expresses how the edges of the transfer function are softened. It is more instructive to look at the response in the time domain from the point of view of (3.9). The impulse response envelope of the infinite-resohtion filter ~( a r~) is, from (3.7),
The impulse response envelope of the effective filter S(Q) is m(t) multiplied by the Gaussian envelope of (3.8). Finally, the electric field envelope of the windowed output pulse is
aoo(t) = e(t)* 5 2 , sin(52,t) exp ( -w i t 2 / 8 a 2 )
Equation (4.7) shows that the windowed output pulse is the convolution of the unwindowed pulse with the product of the Gaussian weighting envelope and the indicated m(t).
V. COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT A . Spectra with Slit and Wire of Same Width
To test our treatment of the finite spot size and to confirm the parameters used in the model, power spectra were recorded with a 4 in slit in the masking plane, and also with a in diameter opaque wire. Fig. 2 shows points along the edges created by the slit and wire indicated as experimental points to be compared with calculated curves of the intensity weighting (which is the square of the filter function). Both the experimental and calculated values for the slit and wire cross at the quarter-power points, as predicted. As predicted, the slit does indeed appear narrower (at half power) than the wire.
These comparisons show that the parameters d X ldx and spot size, determined as explained in Appendix B, are correct. If the relation between X and x were wrong, only one edge would line up with the experimental points. If the spot size were wrong (or if our method of handling it were wrong), the slope would not be right.
B. Simple Windowing
The first application of masking in a grating compressor was simple spectral windowing to eliminate the pulse wings [3] . Calculations qualitatively confirm the improvement resulting from windowing. Fig. 3 shows the calculated spectra and calculated output pulse autocorrelations, illustra_ting the improvement obtained by windowing a 44
A spectrum down to 34 A by a 6.1 mm window. The improvement, which is in good agreement with that obtained experimentally [3 J , [4] , is due to eliminating a portion of the spectrum that is not linearly chirped.
C. Periodically Spaced Wires
A spatially periodic interruption of the spectrum yields a sequence of pulses whose spacing in time is inversely proportional to the spatial period. Figs. 4 and 5 show the experimental [l] and calculated results for a mask of periodically spaced wires, windowed to pass six peaks of the spectrum, and then windowed still more to pass undiminished only two of the peaks. As illustrated by Fig.  5 , the time width of the individual pulses is inversely proportional to the bandwidth.
The spot size affects the fine features of the spectrum, and as shown by (3.9) , controls the width of an envelope over the pulse heights in the time domain. We have found that if a spot size 60 percent too large is used in the calculations, the effect on the spectrum is just barely noticeable, but the peaks adjacent to the central peak in the pulse autocorrelation are drastically reduced in height. In the upper, 3.2 mm window case of Fig. 5 , the side peaks were reduced from about 4 to less than 5 of the height of the central peak. This result is far more sensitive than the experiment of Fig. 2 in testing whether the calculation is using the correct spot size.
D. Odd Pulse
If half of an originally symmetric spectrum undergoes a T phase shift, it becomes an antisymmetric spectrum. The electric field in the time domain is an odd function of time. The intensity profile has two peaks with a null at t = 0 where the phase jumps by T . For example, the inverse transform of an E(52) that is -1 from to 0 and + 1 from 0 to Q.s is proportional to (sin2Q2, t)/(Q,st). The resulting intensity envelope, proportional to ( s i n 4~$ t)/ (52,t)*, has peaks at Q2,t = f1.1656. An odd pulse can be achieved experimentally by introducing a plate that shifts the phase by an odd multiple of R over half the spectrum [17] . Fig. 6 shows a calculated odd pulse power spectrum and pulse intensity, and calculated and experimental [ l J autocorrelations. Even though all the power goes through the mask, the power spectrum has a hole at the center frequency because none of the power associated with that frequency appears in the lowest order ("on-axis") Hermite-Gaussian mode.
E. Square Pulse
The production of a square pulse envelope requires a frequency filter S(52) proportional to (sin 5 2~) / ( 5 2~) [18] . A truncated (sin kx)lkx mask was approximated as described by Weiner et al. [4] . ,The amplitude variations were accomplished by alternating opaque and transmitting strips whose widths, always small compared with the spot size in order to give a smooth S(Q), were adjusted to produce the desired variation. The needed 7r phase shifts were obtained by etching strips of appropriate depth on a separate mask placed in series with the first.
Pig. 7 sh,ows the calculated power spectrum as filtered by this mask, the calculated output pulse intensity, and for comparison, calculated and experimental output pulse cross correlations with a compressed pulse obtained from a spectrum that is simply windowed.
The inverse transform of
is an envelope functionf(t) that is 1 on -7 < t < 7 and 0 for It1 > 7. In the pulse tailoring setup, F(Q) is necessarily truncated because of the finite bandwidth available in the chirped pulse. It is interesting to see the effect on the pulse shape of varying the number of periods of sin (Qr) that are included in a window of fixed frequency width. With window (or slit) edges at -Q, and +Q,, there is a zero of sin (Qr) at each edge when r = n7r/iS, n = but infinite spectral width), the "square" output pulse should simply get longer (proportional to n) as n is increased. In the windowed case, it should also become more nearly square, as we are including more features of the ideal sin (QT)/QT spectrum: Because the central spectral intensity remains fixed when masking with sin(kx)lkx masks, the output pulse intensity is expected to drop off roughly as 1 /~* , i.e., l/n2? Fig. 8 shows the calculated output pulse shapes that result from sin(kx)/kx masks, with k adjusted to provide various values of n in the formula 7 = nn/Q,, Q, fixed.
The pulse shape is seen to improve only up to n = 4. The deterioration for n > 4 is due to insufficient resolution at the mask. The 33 A spectrum used in this calculation.is about 5.7 mm wide. For n = 5, a change of 7r in Qr corresponds to only 1.9 spot sizes, and the effective mask (frequency filter) is strongly distorted from the ideal sin . The corresponding square pulse widths for infinite bandwidth are given by 27 = (2n10.87) ps or 2.3, 4.6, 6.9, 9.2, 11.5, and 13.8 ps, respectively. The numbers on the vertical axes may be used to compare the intensities.
(Q7)/(Q7) shape by the convolution of the sin(kx)/(kx) a sharp cutoff at Q,, and may be expressed analytically mask with the intensity profile of the beam in (3.5.) . From (with 7 = n7r/Qs) as the viewpoint of (3.9), the increase in 7 = n7r/Q, has broadened the tailored pulse so much that the Gaussian
time envelope strongly affects the shape.
7rT
Parenthetically, we note that for a flat incident pulse Here Si denotes the sine integral function, defined by Si@) spectrum and infinite spectral resolution, the resulting = [sin(u)/u] du. The outer peaks in Fig. 8 (for n > 1) field envelope shapes are the result of putting an ideal reflect the familiar overshoot phenomenon, depressed by square pulse of duration 27 through a low-pass filter with the Gaussian time envelope. 
VI. ADDITIONAL PULSE SHAPES
The pulse shapes that can be synthesized are subject only to the limitations of spectral bandwidth of the chirped pulse and spatial resolution at the mask. The shapes that will find application remain to be determined. Nevertheless, it seems appropriate to give one example that is easy to calculate, but has not been synthesized experimentally.
A . Two Square Pulses with a Space Between Them
The transform of two rectangular pulses of duration 27 with a space of duration 27 between them is proportional to [sin(&)lQ~] cos(2Q7) [18] . Fig. 9 shows, for four different spot sizes, the calculated results when our chirped pulse encounters a [sin(kx)lkx] cos(2h) mask with no transmission for I h l > 3n. This example again illustrates the degradation due to spot-size-limited resolution that was already seen for n > 4 in Fig. 8 . Because of the longer duration (67 = 20 ps) associated with the rapid variations of cos(2kx), resolution is more critical than with a single square pulse of duration 27. The Gaussian envelope of (3.9) depresses the leading and trailing corners, but leaves the sharp hole in the center. As the spot size is reduced, the envelope broadens until, for wo = 0.06 mm in this example [ Fig. 9(d) ], its effect is barely noticeable.
VII. SPECTRAL RESOLUTION
It is useful to define a measure of the spectral resolution of our setup as m = Ax/wo
where A x = a A u = AX /(d X ldx) is the length on the mask of the useful spectral width A h (of radian frequency width Aw) and the "spot size" wo is, as in (3.3), the l l e field radius of the beam. This resolution measure rn is proportional to the number of consecutive bandwidth-limited features that can be synthesized in a single tailored pulse in the time domain. For example, a Gaussian spectral distribution of intensity FWHM A u would allow fine structure in the time domain of the transform-limited intensity FWHM At = 4 *In (2)lAu. The Gaussian envelope in (3.9) limits the tailored pulse duration to an intensity FWHM of AT = 4a(ln 2)1'2/wo. Thus, the number of fine features that can be contained in a single tailored pulse is proportional to [19] AT A x At wo(ln 2)"2
Let us see how large rn can be. In the setup of Fig. 1 , we see that wo at the mask is related to the beam radius w at the lens L of focal length f by the Gaussian beam optics relation awwo = X$ For convenience, in our current setup, the focal lengthf is substantially greater than the first bounce to second bounce path R . The best resolution would be obtained by moving both the lens L and the mask as close to the grating as possible so that f -+ R . Equation grating, and optimization of the geometric factor (cos O i / cos20,). Of course, X, d , Oi, and 8, interact through (2.1) (or its generalization if a different spectral order is used). We note here that maximization of cos Oi/cos2 0, has the tradeoff that working too near to 8, = 90" may cause der/ dX to vary significantly over the band and lead to unwanted temporal dispersion.
Our current experimental resolution is obtained from the measured values of AX, dXIdx, and wo. R is scaled to keep the same a. in (2.7) . Row 4 predicts the drastic improvement to m = 120 obtained by using a grating with 1800 lines/mm instead of the present 1200. An 1800 line/mm grating has been used to compress 1.06 pm pulses, and the tremendous reduction of R (to 10.4 cm in Table I ) that results from operation near grazing incidence has been noted [20] . The width of the 35 A spectrum on the mask is now reduced to only 1.23 mm, but the spot size wo is reduced still further, to only 10 pm. Note, however, that the smaller mask requires closer tolerances. Interchange of di and 8,. to further exploit the geometric factor would lead to still better diffraction-limited resolution, but at the expense of a substantial increase in unwanted higher order dispersive effects from the grating. While it may not be practical to achieve the diffractionlimited resolution implied when f = R, that is the fundamental limit, and it is clear from the examples in Table I that the resolution can be improved substantially over the present m = 20. An m of 100. with the present A t Afof about 0.8 would, in principle, permit the synthesis of, for example, a 60 ps pulse with 60 1-ps features on it.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed and tested a computational tool that accurately predicts the pulse shapes produced when amplitude and phase masks are used to filter the spatially dispersed Fourier components of an optical pulse in a fiber-and-grating pulse compressor. A significant new analytical contribution relates the physical mask to the frequency filter that it produces, accounting for diffraction from the physical mask and finite ,beam diameter. Spectra and temporal pulse shapes corresponding to a variety of physical masks have been calculated and are found to be in excellent agreement with experiment. We have discussed the limitation that finite spatial resolution imposes on the pulse shapes that can be produced, and we have shown that the attainable resolution can be far better than was achieved in the present experiments. Our analytical results are applicable to other wavelength and time scales, and are easily extended to systems with transmission gratings or prisms. By designing an experiment to optimize resolution, it will be possible to synthesize, to specifications, complex optical pulse shapes with a multitude of picosecond and subpicosecond fine features in the pulse profile.
APPENDIX A SIMULATION OF CHIRPED PULSE At the fiber input, before the pulse is chirped, its electric field can be represented as the real part of [2] Ei(t) = Eo sech(t/t,) ejwor.
(All The value of tit, for which sech2(t/to) = 0.5 is t/to = 0.88137, and hence to is related to the intensity full width at half maximum (FWHM) 70 by T~ = 1.7627 to. Let the chirped pulse at the fiber output be represented as the real part of
In the SPM-only approximation, we assume that Tch(t)
4(t) = G sech2 (tlto)
(A31 since +(t) is assumed to be proportional to the optical power. G, a coefficient that contains the entire time-independent part of (A3), is expressed in terms of physical quantities in (A6) below. The dimensionless instantaneous frequency tod +/dt has extrema1 values of 4 h G/ 9, and hence the full spread of the instantaneous radian frequency w is given by
The value in (A4) comes very close to the FWHM of the Fourier transform of Ech(t). In the SPM-only approximation, there are only two free parameters. We choose to to agree with the intensity FWHM of the input pulse to the fiber, 70 = 1 .76t0, and then choose G to obtain a spectrum of the same width as the experimental one. By comparison of (A3) with equations given by Stolen and Lin [6], we find Here z is the fiber length, X is the vacuum wavelength, and n2 is the nonlinear coefficient.
The peak electric field amplitude Eo can be deduced from power measurements and the effective cross-sectional area for the mode propagating in the fiber. If Io denotes the peak power per unit area (averaged over the optical period), then in cgs units, E; = 8nZo/nc, Io = 107P/ Aer where P is the peak power in watts (so that 107P is in ergdsecond) and we have
Reference [7] (Appendix, note f) is helpful in relating AeR to the fiber core diameter, core-cladding index difference, and wavelength. Equation (A6) enables one to check whether the value of G needed to produce the experimentally observed spectral width is consistent with the measured average optical power, fiber parameters, input pulse width, and pulse repetition rate.
B. Propagation Calculation
The other approach to representing the chirped pulse is to solve numerically the dimensionless nonlinear complex Schrodinger equation that governs the propagation, including group velocity dispersion, namely [9], [2] , Here u is a complex dimensionless optical field amplitude, y is a loss coefficient, t is a retarded time, defined such that for any distance z along the fiber, the center of the pulse is at t = 0, and the pulse envelope height at z
The normalization length zo and the dimensionless peak amplitudeA are defined by [2, eq. (3)- (5)], but in practice we find zo from [2, Fig. 101 . Combining [2, eq. (4) and ( 5 ) ] , we obtain
where G is given by (A6). Having found zo and G, one can find A from (A9). A , z/zo, and the loss coefficient y are needed as inputs for the propagation calculation from (A7).
PA" = 0.75 W. Peak power P = PAv/l. 13r0fr = 85 W
C. Setup Parameters
Grating period d = (l/ 1.2) pm (1200 lineslmm) .
Angle of incidence 0; = 43.55". Angle of refraction 8, = 36". Grating separation distance R = 1.3 1 m. dXldx = 5.743 A/mm. Q! = dwidx = 1.048 mm-ps.
Field spot size wo = 0.3 mm at the mask.
Distance from focusing lens to mask = 3.01 m.
After the setup was fixed, it was left unchanged, but the power was adjusted to obtain a clean compressed pulse. While d X / d x can, in principle, be obtained from (2.4) , the more reliable value cited above was determined directly, as follows. Spectra were recorded-with a slit placed in the masking plane: a micrometer stage was used to control the position of the slit. The central wavelength passed by the slit was determined for each slit position. The indicated dMdx was obtained by fitting the wavelength versus position data to a straight line. The consistency of this data suggests that our dhidx is correct within about 1 percent.
To measure the spot size, the power was turned down to eliminate spectral broadening. The measurement then proceeded in the usual manner by passing a knife edge on a micrometer in front of a power meter receiving the beam. The radius w at the l / e points of the field was then deduced from the power versus knife edge position data.
The value of 0; -13, could be estimated to be within about a degree of 6. into the categories of 1) fiber properties, 2) laser pulse parameters, 3) setup parameters, 4) power spectra, and D. Power 5 ) compressed pulse autocorrelations and cross correlations.
Our best estimates of quantities in the first three categories and comments on the others are given below. fr = lo8 Hz = pulse repetition frequency
The observed power spectra have a characteristic shape similar to shapes observed by Stolen and Lin [6] and to the calculated shape shown in Fig. 3(a) , but are seldom perfectly symmetrical. The asymmetric spectra droop toward the long wavelength side and are asymmetrically broadened toward that side. Because the asymmetry is most evident when the power is increased above the threshold for stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), we attribute the asymmetry primarily to the effect of SRS on the propagating pulse. Only two or three of the peaks near each edge could be resolved. A typical wavelength difference between the outermost peaks was 43 A, and the FWHM about 45 A.
With SPM only, the spectrum was simulated (see Appendix A) with G = 69a, which (with ro = 78 ps) gave a chirped pulse whose FFT had an outermost peak 5epa-ration of 43.6 A and an intensity FWHM of 45.1 A , in acceptably close agreement with the experimental param- eters. Incidentally, the A X from th? instantaneous frequency calculation of (A4) is 45.3 A , remarkably close to the FFT result.
In the calculation from the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, the inputs A = 280, z/zo = 0.0024, y = 37 gave a chirped pulse whose FFT (with 70 = 78 ps) had a spectral intensity FWHM of 43.6 A and an outermost peak separation of 41.9 A.
For correlation with the measured power and fiber parameters, we calculate G = 135 from (A6) and use [4, Fig. 101 to obtain zo = 190 km at 1.06 pm with 7 0 = 78 ps. Then (A9) yields A = 191. The chief reason for the discrepancy in A (280 versus 191) is probably the uncertainty in PIAeR in (A6).
E. Compressed Pulse Autocorrelations and Cross Correlations
Compressed pulse autocorrelations and cross correlations are illustrated in , [3] , and [4] . Use of the above-listed parameters in (2.7) gives a. = 6.16 ps2 or ao/tt = 0.00315.
In the calculations, the compressed pulse width and height are moderately sensitive to changes in the dimensionless quadratic phase coefficient ao/ti. Table I1 shows, for the two chirped pulse simulations described above, the values used in the present calculations and the value for maximum peak intensity I of the compressed pulse without any windowing. (and aoo(t) in (3.9 ) is its temporal profile) after the second pass through the grating pair under the assumptions that the spatial spreading is undone exactly by the second pass and that the grating phase shift can be taken as purely quadratic with the constant coefficient a,. The summation in (3.2) implies different Fourier transforms and temporal profiles for the higher order Hermite-Gaussian components because their effective frequency filters involve convolution of the physical mask and input beam with different spatial profiles. Our further assumption that these higher order components are not important in the present experiments (in which there is spatial filtering by apertures in the output path) is justified by the agreement of the calculations with the experimental results. Strictly, AoO(n) ut the mask has only half of the phase correction. The other half occurs during the backward pass through the grating pair. [I61 The half power position is the place where S(n) = (2)"*/2, i.e., where the error function in (4.2) has the value 1 -(2)"'. The corresponding error function argument 'is about -0.38535. Hence, the half power position is shifted from the physical edge by an amount 6x = 0.38535 X w0/(2)"* = 0.2725 w, or roughly a quarter of the spot size.
[ 171 The odd pulse is closely related to the zero area pulse which has been produced by propagation through an atomic vapor. J. E. Rothenberg, D. Grischkowsky, and A. C. Balant, "Observation of the formation of the On pulse," Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 53, p. 552, 1984 Technology, Cambridge, in 1960 and 1963, respectively. After two years in the U.S. Army. he joined Bell Laboratories as a member of the Technical Staff in the research area, where he conducted research on gas lasers, organic photosensitive materials for data storage, holography recording and integrated optics, microoptical components for optical fiber systems, and nonlinear optics. From 1981 to 1983 he supervised an explanatory effort on optical recording. In 1983 he transferred to the newly-formed Bell Communications Research, as District Research Manager for Lightwave Component Technology Research. In his present position he is responsible for research on integrated optical components, and continues his research on nonlinear phenomena in optical fibers.
